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We have a complete inventory of tooling to suit any project’s needs. HDD
contractors have trusted Melfred Borzall tools for versatile selection,
dependable quality and outstanding value. After more than half a century of
ongoing development and innovation, Melfred Borzall's HDD tools continue to
lead the industry with quality construction, productive designs and value
pricing.

Cetco offers a diverse line of polymers and additives to assist contractors in the most
difficult soil conditions. Cetco polymers and additives consistently deliver the highest
performance, therefore adding significant value. Cetco’s high quality drilling fluids will
keep operators running at peak efficiency. All Cetco bentonite based drilling fluids are
made of the highest quality sodium bentonite from Wyoming.

Hunting's complete trenchless technology product range includes HIWS1 HDD Drill
pipe, HXT HDD drill pipe, tooling products and conversion roadmaps. Hunting
pioneered the one-piece, upset-forged design around a zero-fail philosophy. From
raw materials to final machining, every stick of Hunting drill pipe and tooling is built
to tougher standards than any other pipe in the industry.

We gave a complete range of fusion equipment to fuse
polyethylene pipe from ½” to 36” for any applications including
water, sewer, gas, industrial, mining, and more. Featuring Pitbulls,
TracStars, and original wheeled units, we have a polyethylene
machine for every Socket, Sidewall, and Butt Fusion application.
Rental Equipment is Available. Call for Quote.

Mud Motors
We stock rental mud motors from 3” to 8-1/2”. They are high performance
motors designed specifically for HDD. They can be operated at a slower speed
that is more compatible with tri-cone bits. Rebuild costs are factored into rental
rate.
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Falcon locating equipment is the world’s leading locating system. With
thousands of frequencies to choose from, it will help with the most
difficult of jobs. Trade in your old system today.

Grundomat pneumatic piercing tools have been providing accurate horizontal bores
beneath roads, railways, and landscaping across North America and around the
world for nearly 45 years. Water, gas, sewer and electrical industries have all
benefited from this work horse of trenchless technology. Minimal operating space is
required and the tool serves as a complement, and in many situations an
economical alternative to larger more expensive directional drilling equipment.

Transmitter Batteries – We offer 3.6 volt double C cell batteries for
your locating systems. These batteries have 2 to 6 times the capacity of two
alkaline C cells in series.

We offer a variety of different tri-cone and PDC bits to fit your formation. They
offer both new and quality re-run sealed bearing bits.
Hole openers can be custom built to customers specifications; with just about
any cutter or thread configuration. You can choose from new or re-run cones to
different sized centralizers. We can also rebuild used hole openers at a fraction
of the cost.

Railhead Underground Products, LLC is the leading manufacturer of the
world's best quality drilling tools for the horizontal drilling industry.

We Buy and Sell Used Drills
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